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Out to Catch Big Fish 



Out to Catch Big Fish 

•  Search wide, deep & fast 
•  Best fishing grounds? 

– The “theory guide” – you tell us J 
– Start with the classics – resonances  
– Non-standard reconstruction like highly displaced 

vertices take a bit langer 
– Something missing?  Tell us!  We need to have a 

trigger for it! 
•  Interpretation: what fish did we (not) catch 
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https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/ExoticsPublicResults  
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Philosophy of Exotics Searches 
•  Motivation: problems / open questions of the SM 

–  Naturalness 
–  DM 
–  Higgs = SM Higgs? 
–  Neutrino mass, Baryogenesis,… 
–  SM ≠ “final theory” (Mass spectrum, Flavor mixing,…) 

•  Theorists’ solution: models 
–  Composite Higgs 
–  ED 
–  WIMPs 
–  Hidden Sector, Exotic Higgs decays 
–  LFV, technicolor, TeV gravity,… 

•  Interface with experimentalists: signatures 
–  Resonances: Z’, W’, gKK, “Mono-X”,… 
–  Pair-production: VLQs, LQs,… 
–  Unconventional signatures: Exotic Higgs decays,… 
–  Experimentalists’ contribution: stay agnostic: fully exploit LHC’s energy & lumi 

•  Connect back with theorists: interpret results using benchmark models 
–  Which model to pick?  One vs. many? 

•  For discovery most important: are we missing a signature? 
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(Hitoshi Murayama) 

Exotics Philosophy 
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(Hitoshi Murayama) 

(Simplified) Model- vs Signature-Based 
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Signature-Driven Searches 

(Henri Bachacou) 

•  Uncovered signature"
•  …"•  Not yet though of" ! 
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What do we spend all our time on? 
•  Understanding the detector & squeeze out best performance 
•  Trigger design & tests 
•  Physics object reconstruction, calibration,… 

–  Isolation (e.g. in boosted objects) 
–  Substructure: boosted top/W/Z/H tagging 
–  Unconventional signatures: highly displaced vertices, Exotic tracking, 

lepton-jets,… 
•  Benchmark MC model validation / production 
•  Analysis optimization 
•  Estimation of SM BG, often data-driven 
•  Assess systematic uncertainties 

–  Experimental 
–  Theory 

•  Present results à la limits on cross section * BR 
•  Interpret results: limits on parameters of benchmark model(s) 
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Resonances – Experimenters’ View 

•  Electron 
•  Muon 
•  Tau 
•  MET 
•  Light jet 
•  B-jet 

–  C-jet 
•  Top 
•  W 
•  Z 
•  H 
•  γ 

•  Electron 
•  Muon 
•  Tau 
•  MET 
•  Light jet 
•  B-jet 

–  C-jet 
•  Top 
•  W 
•  Z 
•  H 
•  γ 
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Resonances – Experimenters’ View 

•  Electron 
•  Muon 
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•  Light jet 
•  B-jet 

–  C-jet 
•  Top 
•  W 
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•  H 
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Dilepton Resonances 

[1405.4123] 
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Large off-shell production 
•  Limit degrades for high masses  
•  Time for higher beam energy! 

Limits set using MC templates  
taking into account actual signal 
shape on reconstruction level: 

Upper limit (95% CL) on σB 
 
Lower mass limit (95% CL) on Z’SSM is 2.79 
TeV (2.9 TeV when combined with muons) 

Limit Setting 
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Could go less model-dependent:"
Fiducial cross section limit"

[1405.4123] 



Benchmark Interpretation 
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§  Dilepton resonance"

§  Extra Dimensions QBH"
§  Technicolor"
§  GUT"
§  Z*"
§  Z’SSM"
§  E6"
§  …" How many is enough?"

[1405.4123] 
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FIG. 4. Median expected (dashed line) and observed (solid line) 95% CL upper limits on cross-section times branching ratio
(σB) for Z′

SSM production for the exclusive dimuon and dielectron channels, and for both channels combined. The width of
the Z′

SSM theory band represents the theoretical uncertainty from the PDF error set, the choice of PDF as well as αS .

the different widths given in Table VIII. Even though the width of the Z∗ is similar to the width of the Z ′
SSM, the515

tensor form of the coupling of the Z∗ to fermions strongly suppresses parton luminosity effects. Limits on σB for the516

Z∗ interpretation therefore do not worsen with increasing invariant mass. Quantitatively, the observed Z ′
SSM mass517

limit would increase from 2.90 TeV to 2.95 TeV and 3.08 TeV, if the Z ′
χ and Z ′

ψ boson signal templates, with smaller518

widths, were used. If the Z∗ boson template with negligible parton-luminosity tail but similar width were used instead519

of the Z ′
SSM template, the observed limit would increase to 3.20 TeV.520

TABLE VIII. Observed and expected lower mass limits for Z′ and Z∗ bosons, using the corresponding signal template for a
given model.

Model Width [%] Observed Mass Limit [TeV] Expected Mass Limit [TeV]
Z′

SSM 3.0 2.90 2.87
Z′
χ 1.2 2.62 2.60

Z′
ψ 0.5 2.51 2.46

Z∗ 3.4 2.85 2.82

B. Limits on Minimal Z′ bosons521

Limits are also set in the Minimal Z ′ Models parameterization [4] of the Z ′ boson couplings. Instead of using the522

predicted σB based on a fixed coupling to fermions as described in the previous section, the new boson is characterized523

by two coupling parameters, gB−L and gY.524

For this analysis, the signal templates account for the dependence of the Z ′ boson width on γ′ and θMin, as well525

as the interference with SM Z/γ∗. For a given value of θMin and for each tested Z ′ mass, dilepton invariant mass526

templates are created with various γ′ values between 0.005 and 4. The templates at these chosen values of γ′ are527

interpolated to other values of γ′ by using a smooth interpolating function in each dilepton mass bin. The parameter528

High mass:  
•  Off-shell production leads to weaker limits 
•  Off-shell production increases with increasing width  
•  No off-shell production in Z* 

Additional neutral gauge bosons: 
•  Z’SSM 
•  E6 Z’χ and Z’Ψ, GUT motivated 
•  Z*, appear as doublet (Z*,W*) in  
    various solutions to hierarchy problem, 
    anomalous couplings to fermions 

Different Benchmark Interpretations 
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Low mass:   
•  Limits get stronger with decreasing 

width, but effect small…  

[1405.4123] 



2012 data → 2.9 TeV limit 

Fast increase in limits (1 TeV → 3 TeV) in short period of time 
Also, narrow resonances with 100 times smaller cross section than SSM excluded up to 1.4 TeV 

Development Over Years 
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Tevatron limits (approx. 1 TeV) 
reached with 2010 data 

2011 data → 2.2 TeV limit 

[1405.4123] 



Resonances – Experimenters’ View 

•  Electron 
•  Muon 
•  Tau 
•  MET 
•  Light jet 
•  B-jet 

–  C-jet 
•  Top 
•  W 
•  Z 
•  H 
•  γ 

•  Electron 
•  Muon 
•  Tau 
•  MET 
•  Light jet 
•  B-jet 

–  C-jet 
•  Top 
•  W 
•  Z 
•  H 
•  γ 
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Charged (spin-1) gauge bosons: 
•  W’SSM, same couplings as W 
•  W*, appear as doublet (Z*,W*), 
    anomalous couplings to fermions 

March 27, 2014 – 21 : 19 DRAFT 1

1 Introduction14

High-energy collisions at CERN’s Large Hadron Collider (LHC) provide new opportunities to search15

for physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) of strong and electroweak interactions. One extension16

common to many models is the existence of additional heavy gauge bosons, the charged ones commonly17

denoted W0. Such particles are most easily searched for in their decay to a charged lepton (either electron18

or muon) and a neutrino.19

This paper describes such a search performed using 8 TeV pp collision data collected with the ATLAS20

detector during 2012 corresponding to a total integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb�1. The data are used to21

extend current limits [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Limits are evaluated in the context of the Sequential Standard22

Model (SSM), the extended gauge model of ref. [7] with the W0 coupling to WZ set to zero. In this23

model, the W0 has the same couplings to fermions as the SM W boson and a width that increases linearly24

with the W0 mass.25

A search is also performed for the charged partners, denoted W⇤, of the chiral boson excitations26

described in ref. [8] with theoretical motivation in ref. [9]. The anomalous (magnetic-moment type) cou-27

pling of the W⇤ leads to kinematic distributions significantly di↵erent from those of the W0 as demon-28

strated in the previous ATLAS search [6] for this resonance that was performed using 7 TeV pp collision29

data collected in 2011 corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 4.7 fb�1. The search region is ex-30

panded to higher masses and the limits are considerably improved in the region covered by the previous31

search. A lower mass limit is evaluated by fixing the W⇤ coupling strengths to give the same partial decay32

widths as the SSM W0 .33

The analysis presented here identifies event candidates in the electron and muon channels, sets sepa-34

rate limits for W0/W⇤ ! e⌫ and W0/W⇤ ! µ⌫, and then combines these assuming a common branching35

fraction for the two final states. The kinematic variable used to identify the W0/W⇤ is the transverse mass36

37

mT =

q
2pTEmiss

T (1 � cos'`⌫), (1)

where pT is the lepton transverse momentum, Emiss
T is the magnitude of the missing transverse momen-38

tum vector (missing ET), and '`⌫ is the angle between the pT and missing ET vectors. In the following,39

transverse refers to the plane perpendicular to the colliding beams, longitudinal means parallel to the40

beams, ✓ and ' are the polar and azimuthal angles with respect to the longitudinal direction, and pseudo-41

rapidity is defined as ⌘ = � ln(tan(✓/2)).42

Due to the mass region probed in this analysis, one must address the issue of a rapid rise in the uncer-43

tainty on the signal selection e�ciency at large masses. The uncertainty for the mass-dependent higher44

order QCD signal cross-section corrections at high mass is dominated by the parton distribution functions45

(PDFs) uncertainty and increases quickly for masses above about 2 TeV. Meanwhile, the uncertainty on46

the signal e�ciency can become large if the uncertainty in the signal region (defined later and which47

are restricted to high mT) is much larger than for the full phase space. At the highest masses probed48

by this analysis, a significant fraction of the signal production is far o↵-shell, with m`⌫ ⌧ mW0 , where49

mW0 is the pole mass of the W0 and the uncertainty on the signal selection e�ciency is reduced by con-50

sidering only signal events around the mass pole m`⌫ ⇠ mW0 . Furthermore, limits on total cross-section51

for highest masses show strong dependency on the choice of prior in the limit formalism described in52

section 6 due to high signal selection e�ciency uncertainty. In this paper, limits are set on the fiducial53

signal cross-section times branching fraction (�fidB), defined as the product of total cross-section multi-54

plied by the W0/W⇤ ! `⌫ branching fraction (�B) and the acceptance of events passing the requirement55

m`⌫ > 0.4 mW0/W⇤ at the generator level. The fiducial region m`⌫ > 0.4 mW0/W⇤ encloses the signal region56

for the highest W0 masses in such a way that the contribution in the signal region from events failing the57

requirement is marginal.58

The data are also used to set limits on the production of weakly interacting dark matter particles59

•  EW backgrounds from MC  
•  Multijet BG from data driven matrix-method  

[JHEP09(2014)037, 1407.7494] 

Lepton+ETmiss Resonance Search 
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Also mono-W reinterpretation"



Resonances – Experimenters’ View 

•  Electron 
•  Muon 
•  Tau 
•  MET 
•  Light jet 
•  B-jet 

–  C-jet 
•  Top 
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LFV"

?"



[1408.5774] 

Lepton Flavor Violation 
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(more than factor of 2 better than LEP) 



“Resonances” – Experimenters’ View 
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•  Muon 
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•  Light jet 
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–  C-jet 
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•  W 
•  Z 
•  H 
•  γ 
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“Mono-X”"



Mono-X Searches 
Mono-photon see 
ATLAS-CONF-2012-085 
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Resonances – Experimenters’ View 
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•  Muon 
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•  γ 
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dijets 

tt 
tb 



dijets 

26	  [1407.1376] 



W’→tb 
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Simple top-tagger + b-tagging: 

[1408.0886] 



Resonances – Experimenters’ View 

•  Electron 
•  Muon 
•  Tau 
•  MET 
•  Light jet 
•  B-jet 

–  C-jet 
•  Top 
•  W 
•  Z 
•  H 
•  γ 
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•  Light jet 
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–  C-jet 
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•  W 
•  Z 
•  H 
•  γ 
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Only Hγ missing! 



Diboson Resonances 
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[1407.8150] 

Wγ" Zγ"

[PLB (2014) 223, 1406.4456] 

WZ→lνll" ZV→llJ/jj"

[ATLAS-CONF-2014-039] 
[ATLAS-CONF-2014-005] 

HH→4b"



Resonances – Experimenters’ View 
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•  γ 
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Excited leptons / quarks 

Single VLQ 



Single VLQ (T/B→Zt/b) 

31	  [ATLAS-CONF-2014-036] 



Resonances – Experimenters’ View 

•  Electron 
•  Muon 
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•  B-jet 
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–  C-jet 
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•  γ 
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What about the rest?"

Lepton-quark? → 
single LQ 

Lepton-boson? →  
Excited/Heavy 
leptons 

Quark-boson? →  
Single VLQ / 
excited quark 

We can do ANY combination!  Anything missing?"



Resonance Summary 
•  Anything missing? 
•  Should we re-prioritize? 
•  We need a benchmark = signal MC 
•  Non-resonant extension much harder! 

– How to control BG’s in tail? 
– Exclusion ok, but how to establish a signal? 

•  Black Hole searches similarly difficult 
– How to establish signal in tail? 

•  Other big topic: pair production ⇒ next 
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VLQ Pair Production 
Spectacular signatures: boosted b-jets, tops, W, Z, H bosons 
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VLQ TT Search Strategy 

T→Zt"

Ht+X (l+jets)"
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VLQ TT Search Strategy 
Ht+X (l+jets)"

Same-sign leptons"

T→Zt"

(not a combination, just overlaying results)"
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VLQ TT Search Strategy 
Ht+X (l+jets)"

Zt+X"

Same-sign leptons"

T→Zt"
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VLQ TT Search Strategy 
Ht+X (l+jets)"

Wb+X (l+jets)"

Zt+X"

Same-sign leptons"

T→Zt"
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Conclusion 

39	  (same for BB) 



Pair Production – there is more! 
•  Electron 
•  Muon 
•  Tau 
•  MET 
•  Light jet 
•  B-jet 

–  C-jet 
•  Top 
•  W 
•  Z 
•  H 
•  γ 
•  LLP 
•  Lepton-jets 
•  Exotic tracks 
•  … 

•  Electron 
•  Muon 
•  Tau 
•  MET 
•  Light jet 
•  B-jet 

–  C-jet 
•  Top 
•  W 
•  Z 
•  H 
•  γ 
•  LLP 
•  Lepton-jets 
•  Exotic tracks 
•  … 
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Lepton-jet 

LLP 



Hidden Valley: LLP 
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[ATLAS-CONF-2014-041] 

Calorimeter"
(trigger)"

Muon 
spectrometer"

trigger"

Jets in HCal:"
-  Narrow"
-  No tracks"
-  And:"



42	  [1409.0746] 

Hidden Sector: Lepton-jets 

Falkowski–
Ruderman– 
Volansky–Zupan 



Lepton-jets 

43	  [1409.0746] 

Vector 
Portal 
Model 



Conclusion 
•  Leave no stone unturned 
•  Search for NP signatures motivated by open questions of SM 
•  Complement with additional signatures – do all that is possible? 

–  Where to start? 
•  Preference for total or fiducial cross section limits? 
•  Interpret results using benchmark models 

–  Preference for one model or another?  More systematic approach possible? 
•  For discovery most important: are we missing a signature? 

–  You tell us? 
–  Re-prioritize? 
–  There will be more focus on boosted objects in Run II 

•  Combinations necessary? 
–   If we take models seriously we should combine different search results: e.g. 

WIMP mono-jet and mediator di-jets combination,… 
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Run II Outlook: 
Improved Sensitivity for All Exotics! 

E=mc2	  

Energy √s Luminosity L 
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Run II Preparation: mono-jet 

46	  
[ATL-PHYS-PUB-2014-007] 

Huge improvement: Run I → Run II"

Higher MET cut helps"

Reducing systematics helps"
Cut even tighter on MET!"
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Where are you hiding? 



48	  (Markus Luty, LHCP 2014) 



We Might be this Close!"

Thank You! 
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